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PART _ A
Short answer questions. Answer all questions. Each carries one mark.
1. What is meant by diffraction ?

2. Define ihe dispersive power of grating.

3. Briefly explain population inversion.

4. What do you mean by induceO aOsorftion ?

5. What is total ,nr*rn", ;;;; ;"""'|;

Flin-

short essay questions. Answer any four questioni.'racn cirries two marks.
6' what are the conditions for sust"ineo int"rr"r"n." of right ?

7. Explain the prrenomenon of corours of thin firms.

8' Distinguish between Fresnel diffraction and Fraunhofer diffraction.
9. What is meant by double refraction ?

10. Discuss the advantages of fibre optic communication systems.
1 1. What is an angle of acceptance ?
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PART _ C
.a

Problemq. Answer anir three questions. Each carries three marks.

12' A soap film of refractive index 1.33 is illuminated by a white light incident at anangle of 30'' The lighi reflected by it is examined by a spectroscope in which
a dark bano corresponding to the wavelength 5x10-7m is found. calculate thesmalfest thickness of the film.

13' A diffraction pattern of a single slit.of width 12 trmis formed by a lens of focallength 30 cm' calcufate the distance between the two dark bands on each sideof the central bright band. Given l. = 670 n*. .

14' calculate the thickness of a quarter-wave plate for a f ight of wavelength 6x10-7 m.Principal refractive indices are no = 1.544 and n* = 
j.UUg.

15' Find the numerical aperture^and angte of aiceptance of an opticalfibre having
a core of refractive index 1 .6 and a cladding of refractive index 1.50.' 

- ''--"'i

16' Find the ratio of the population oi tnat*o states in a He-Ne laser that produces
f ight of wavelength 6328 4 at ZT,C..

: - PART _.D

Long essay. Answer any tw- questions. Each 
"urri*irive 

marks.

-'formation of Newton's rings. Derive an expression for the radii ofrings.

18' Discuss in detair Fraunhofer diffraction due to a singre srit.

19' Describe the principre, construction and working of a Fruby raser.

.20' Explain wit'n tne theory the production of circutarly polarised and elfipticafly
porarised right waves. 
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